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Peace of mind starts here

The Safer Pod S1 delivers next-generation 
site security, protecting your assets by 
integrating cutting-edge technology and 
hardware with market-leading temporary 
security expertise.

The Safer Pod S1 covers the widest range of 
applications in the market, providing unique 
and tailored customer-focused solutions 
combined with previously unseen flexibility 
across the temporary security spectrum.

Smarter 
Faster 
Better

Powerful smart asset protection 
deployed like only VPS can+



|  360 degree intruder detection zone

|  Remote arm / disarm from app

|  HDR evidential quality images

|  False alarm immunity

|  High intensity warning system

|  Twin 113dB sounders

|  Fully autonomous solar/battery solution

|  Anti-masking detection

|  Signal jamming protection

|  Infra-red illumination for night mode

|  2-way encrypted RF communications

|  Alarm receiving centre integration

Smarter Features
Equipped with up to 100 sensors and a 
wide range of unique features the Safer 
Pod S1 is clearly the smarter choice for 
prevention, protection, deterrent and 
detection requirements at any scale. 

No one can do smart security
like VPS...

Deployment and reaction times.

Technology, sensors, add ons.

Durability, self-sufficiency, 
image quality, crime deterrence.

Faster

Smarter

Better
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The Safer Pod S1 is an out-the-box 
solution providing rapidly 
deployable site and asset 
protection. 

Its unique design utilises advanced 
technology so the Safer Pod S1
can provide effective protection 
across a diverse range of sites, 
such as construction, 
manufacturing, farms, vacant 
property and more. 

Technical
Specifications

| Height: 1.2m

|  Weight: 68kg fully built

| 3 modular sections each element no more than 25kg

|  4x HDR cameras expandable to 100, providing 30m range 

|  Intelligent false alarm filtering, anti-masking and 
   wildlife immunity

|  Local visual and audible alerts with twin high output
   113dB sounders and strobes

|  Powered by rechargeable LiFePO4 12v DC battery

|  15m infra-red night vision

|  Cellular communications

|  Recordings of alarm images stored in the cloud

|  Additional units can be mounted on slave tower units

|  Available additional devices include:

Smoke / Heat / CO2, Internal Confirmation Cameras,
Scaffolding Protection, Water Detection, Water Shut Off Valves,
Cable Detection, Air Quality, Remote Switches, 
Shock / Impact Sensor, Keypad with RFID, Internal Sounders
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Peace of mind starts here

tellmemore@vpsgroup.com

Contact Us

0330 005 5300

vpsgroup.com

Europe’s Leading Temporary
Security Specialist
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